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Accu Tech USA

Festo Corp.

NIDEC-SHIMPO

electro-mechanical actuators

pneumatic actuators, valves,
accessories, and
electromechanical
automation components

gear-heads, cycloidal speed
reducers and traction drives

Adaptall
pneumatic and hydraulic adapters for Imperial
(NPT Inch), British (BSPP & BSPT), JIS and SAE

R+W Couplings
motor coupling, torque limiters and line shafts

Heidenhain
Adlink Technology Inc.
PC based servo motion controllers

Allied Moulded Products
nonmetallic enclosures

Altech
enclosures, interface modules, strain reliefs,
disconnect switches and push buttons

Anybus/HMS
ﬁeldbus, industrial Ethernet, serial wireless and
remote device solutions

Arista
industrial PCs and displays

angular, linear, and rotary encoders

Rethink Robotics
collaborative robotics

Hokuyo
safety laser scanners, laser range-ﬁnding
scanners

RFID

Iconics

Robotunits

visualization software

Icotek

RFID readers and tags

world class fastening and extrusion systems for
machine bases, safety guarding, conveyors and
linear motion

cable management, shielding and strain relief

Rollon

IDEM
safety switches

compact rail and telescopic linear guides and
electro-mechanical actuators

Lintech

Rotomation

screw and belt driven slides

pneumatic rotary actuators

ﬂexible 3-axis vibration feeders

Lutze

RRAMAC

Balluﬀ

high ﬂexible cable for VFD, servo, Ethernet,
ﬁeldbus, IO, motor cable assemblies, electronic
load monitoring

Schmalz

Asyril

sensors, distributed I/O, industrial RFID and
machine vision

Built Systems
machine frames, assembly tables and ergonomic
work stations

Cembre
identiﬁcation and labeling systems, electrical
assembly tools

Comtrol
IO-Link for EtherNet/IP™, Modbus/TCP and
PROFINET

Datalogic
laser markers, bar code readers, vision safety and
sensors

Del-Tron
ball/crossed roller bearing slides

remote monitoring and asset management

Magpowr

vacuum technology for automation, clamping
and lifter systems

tension control systems
and accessories

Secomea

HMI panels and software

secure communication made
easy for remote access to
industrial equipment

Marathon Electric

Sick

AC motors

safety, RFID, barcode,
inspection, measurement, optical and inductive
sensors

Maple Systems

Mencom
Panel Interface Connectors, molded cables and
receptacles

METZ CONNECT
ﬁber optic and copper communication cable and
connectors

Micron Industries
power supplies, transformers, sag buﬀers and
mini UPS

Diequa

Sommer Automation/Zimmer Group
end of arm tool changers, pneumatic and electric
grippers, damping and shock systems, clamping
and braking devices

TAKEX
industrial sensing products

Wago
terminal blocks and I/O modules

gearbox, gear-heads, speed reducers,
gear-motors, jack screws

EDRIVE
electric ball screw driven linear actuators up to
100,000 lbs

Mitsubishi Electric
PLCs, HMIs, SCARA & 6 axis
robots, servo systems, VFDs, low voltage
switchgear

Mitsubishi Electric/Anywire

Nidec-Control Techniques (Emerson)

controls human picking of parts in sequence for
assembly

AC/DC motor drives, servo
motor drives

Moxa

electrical enclosures

industrial Ethernet switches,
wireless & cellular routers, video servers, media
converters

Exlar

MTE

roller screw drive electric actuators

line and load reactors, DC chokes, sine wave and
harmonic ﬁlters and EMI/RFI ﬁlters

EXM Enclosures

Fabco-Air
pneumatic components

WEG
electric motors, drives, and controls

Weintek
human machine interface, display of PLC devices
on HDTV, tablet HMI

Wiegmann
electrical enclosures, NEMA, nonmetallic,
standard, modiﬁed and specials

Wieland
safety relays and controllers, circuit protection

and electrical connection

Nachi Robotics
articulated robotic arms

Neugart
precision servo gear heads
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